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HOW TO USE
THIS PACK

This pack will support you to explore Article 19 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
and the Fly The Flag project with your students.
It complements the free teaching resources
for Key Stages 1- 5 available on the Fly The Flag
website, created for the project launch in 2018.
This resource can be used to build on students’
knowledge if they have completed the Fly The Flag
or other human rights lessons. In this pack you
will find suggested resources, discussion points
and practical tasks to support your lessons.

The ‘Fly The Flag Education Packs’ will provide
useful background information and activities to
enhance your understanding of the human rights
context, you can use these to introduce your
students to the topic.
If you are able to deliver a session on 10th
December to mark Human Rights Day that’s
fantastic – otherwise they can be delivered at any
point in the year.

Content note: It is important to be conscious
of the personal circumstances of your
students and plan your activities accordingly.
Some of your students’ human rights may
currently not be being met, for example,
around housing, health or refugee status.
Raising and discussing these issues is
encouraged but will require sensitivity and
support.

Language note: Fly The Flag is only cautiously
using the term ‘celebrate’. This is a conscious
decision that recognises that the human
rights of many people in the UK and around
the world are not currently being met. It
also recognises that human rights are not a
privilege.

FLY THE FLAG
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HOW DOES THIS CONNECT WITH
TEACHING DANCE AND DRAMA?

In 2021 Fly The Flag commissioned choreographer
Oona Doherty, alongside four associates, to work
with young people from across the four nations
to create an original piece of choreography. The
dance was inspired by Oona’s 2017 show: Hard to
Be Soft, A Belfast Prayer, particularly the episode
called The Sugar Army. This process culminated in
a film in which the young people involved used
dance and spoken word to respond to Article 19
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
This articulates the rights we all have to form and
express our own opinions and to share our ideas
with other people wherever they live, through
books, radio, television and in other ways.

FLY THE FLAG

The project explored the vital importance
and power of self-expression through dance.
Producing a fresh and fierce choreography
relevant to KS3 and GCSE students. The project
speaks directly to the passion that young people
have for social justice, engages with their
awareness about rights and reflects some of the
challenges to those rights that your pupils will
have experienced.

The contents of this pack supports creative
and critical thinking, encouraging students to
express their own ideas with confidence. It allows
students to explore issues and life experiences
in a safe and supportive environment. Skills
are developed through working creatively with
emotions, storytelling through movement,
devising and improvisation, as well as exploring a
range of movement patterns and approaches to
expression through dance.
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ABOUT THE FLY
THE FLAG PROJECT

Fly The Flag is a unique collaboration between arts
organisations and human rights charities which
celebrates and reminds us of the human rights we
all share.

Each year schools have come together to Fly The
Flag by taking part in activities and displaying
Ai Weiwei’s flag in their schools as a powerful
symbol of human rights. Partner schools from the
Highlands of Scotland to the coast of Cornwall via
cities, towns and villages across the UK have come
together to celebrate and remember that human
rights are for everyone, every day.

Launched in 2018 on the 70th anniversary of the
ratification of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR), Fly The Flag is an annual reminder
of the human rights we all entitled to, in particular
raising awareness of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights amongst young people and shining
a light where human rights are violated.

We run projects and events each year in the lead
up to Human Rights Day celebrations on 10th
December.
In 2018 Ai Weiwei created a flag to celebrate
universal human rights which has been used
as a symbol of the international and enduring
importance of human rights.

FLY THE FLAG

We’d now like to invite you to bring the
exploration of human rights into your classroom
via our bespoke resources for dance and drama.
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ARTICLE 19

In 2021, Fly The Flag highlighted Article 19
– the right to freedom of opinion and
expression – in an ambitious new project
created by choreographer Oona Doherty
alongside four associate artists.
This large-scale engagement programme was
produced by Fuel in partnership with Eden
Court Highlands, The MAC, Sadler’s Wells and
Wales Millennium Centre, and in association
with Belfast International Arts Festival. It
culminated with the release of a new film
created by young people across the four
nations of the UK, broadcast by Sky Arts on 10
December 2021, Human Rights Day.

Oona Doherty said: “This year’s Fly the Flag project
will expand my choreography and the sugar
army with crews all over the UK from all different
backgrounds. We will learn a dance designed to
ignite confidence and will. From our crews we will
develop our own original material in response to
freedom of expression. Dancing, shouting and
expressing all that to them is important and what
needs to change. This is the future. The good, the
bad and the ugly truth of it. And we’re dancing
about it.”
The Sugar Army originally featured in episode two
of Oona Doherty’s 2017 dance show Hard To Be
Soft, A Belfast Prayer, and drew inspiration from
teenage culture and different types of war dance
along with media representations of women. For
Fly The Flag the Sugar Army opened up to boys,
becoming a vehicle of expression for all young
people across the UK.
Watch choreographer Oona Doherty’s
introduction video here.

FLY THE FLAG
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“Everyone has the right to freedom
of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information
and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers.”
ARTICLE 19 OF THE DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
FLY THE FLAG
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“We all have the right to make up
our own minds, to think what we like,
to say what we think, and to share our
ideas with other people wherever they
live, through books, radio, television
and in other ways.”

ARTICLE 19 OF THE DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
(SIMPLIFIED VERSION)
FLY THE FLAG
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“Your voice matters.
You have the right to
say what you think,
share information and
demand a better world.
You also have the right
to agree or disagree with
those in power, and to
express these opinions
in peaceful protests”
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
FLY THE FLAG
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DANCE AS A VEHICLE
FOR SELF-EXPRESSION

“Dance speaks louder than my human voice”
BOTIS SEVA
Dance is a liberating and natural form of selfexpression. It can tell a story, convey feelings and
emotions, and connect deeply with others. Body
movement can be expressive and communicative.
It can be used as a means of self-expression
where words are not necessary.
The arts and dance can enable people to imagine
new ways of being, or doing things, and can play
a significant role in creating meaningful change,
for individuals, communities and societies. Dance
can help us learn about, express, and defend our
human rights.
Find out more about freedom of expression
through Amnesty International and Article19.
Look here for further classroom activities
and educational resources about freedom of
expression.

FLY THE FLAG

“Dance brings freedom. You can’t tell another
body what to say or how to say it. And you can’t
tell another what they see or how they should
feel as a result of watching a body speak”
FRANCISCO GELLA
“What does dance give you? The freedom to be
who you are and do what you want to do”
ARTHUR MITCHELL
“I dance not to entertain but to help people
better understand each other. Because through
dance I have experienced the wordless joy of
freedom, I seek it more fully now for my people
and for all people everywhere”
PEARL PRIMUS
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FOR DISCUSSION

1. DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What’s it like being a young person, where you
are, in 2022?

Some of the questions and ideas considered
during the process that may provide startingpoints for discussion with your students:

What big issues have you seen come up in your
lifetime around freedom of expression?

Is dance a good way to express yourself?

•
•
•
•

What other ways do you choose to express
yourself?

What is the opposite of freedom of expression?

2. REFLECT ON THE IMAGES

TRY:

Students look at 2 or 3 of the attached images.

• Discuss 1 or 2 of these prompts as a class or talk

Start a conversation by asking: What do you see?
What do you think? What do you wonder?

Should everyone be able to express what they
think and feel?

Why is it important for people to show thoughts
and feelings through dance, drama, music, art?
What is something you care about in your life or in
the world that you would like to change?
It is a human right to be able to express yourself
freely, what or who enables or stops you from
doing so?
Are you confident to say what you think and feel?

FLY THE FLAG

Protest
Power
Personality
Offence or hurting people’s feelings by saying
what you think or feel

through responses in small groups and share
back key thoughts.

• Students write down or say out loud 5 sentences
that all begin with ‘I am free to express myself
when…’

• Students create a still image in response to the
prompt ‘I am free to express myself when…’
using as much of their body as possible. Invite
each student to talk about their image.
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PRACTICAL TASK IDEAS

Oona Doherty has put together a playlist for you
to use when trying out the tasks below. You can
access it in the resources section.

1. SUGAR ARMY ROUTINE
Learn the Sugar Army routine: explore and learn the
Sugar Army routine, with your class using this video.
led by dancer and choreographer Oona Doherty
and dancer Rosie Mullin. You can also learn small
sections or focus on two or three key movements.
The video can also be used in class as a tool to
discuss and explore self-expression and freedom of
expression through dance.
Download and play the original Sugar Army track
to rehearse with here.

3. I AM ME BECAUSE…
Each student is given a piece of paper with the
sentence’ I am me because…’ written in the
middle. These are placed in the room to form
islands. Each student has their own island.
Energetic music is played (choose your own or
select from the playlist) and students are invited
to move around the space, to dance freely and
respond to the emotion of the music, after 60-90
seconds the music is stopped, students return to
their islands and write for around two minutes
in response to the prompt ‘I am me because…’.
Repeat several times.

Each student picks out keywords from their
writing. They then create movements in response
to those words (encourage students to work
expressively and to extend their physicality). Using
these movements, each student is asked to create
a 30-60 second dance called ‘I am me because…’

Challenge
• Students choose music to fit their dance to.
• The text is arranged in sentences and read out
as the student performs their dance, or it is
recorded and played over the top to form the
track the piece is danced to.

2. TIK TOK
In pairs students create a TikTok style dance or a
repeating Gif style phrase drawing on the theme
of making a stand or protest.

FLY THE FLAG
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PRACTICAL TASK IDEAS

4. OUR ENERGY

5. CONNECTED

In a circle, introduce a piece of music from the
playlist. With eyes closed students are invited to
think about the energy and emotion of the music
and how it makes them want to move. Opening
the eyes, move around the circle with each student
performing a phrase or movement based on
their response to the music. The rest of the group
join in and copy the phrase. Once the group has
performed the movement two or three times all
together, move to the next person in the circle and
repeat the process until everyone has had a turn.

Students walk around the room freely changing
direction, trying not to walk in a circle, and
matching each other’s energy as accurately as
possible so that everyone is moving at a similar
pace. Once the group connection has been
established, invite the group to walk together
slowly and call this level one, now ask the group
to increase their speed a little and call this level
2, continue until you get to level seven, by this
point the walking should be a quick brisk pace.
Experiment with moving up and down the levels
as a group while always passing through each
number in order.

Challenge
• Each time a new phrase is added to the

sequence, go back and repeat each phrase once,
in order, starting each time with the phrase
created by the first person.

• Break into small groups. Students draw from the

phrases generated by the group, selecting their
favourite movements and work on ways of linking
them together and fitting them to the music.

FLY THE FLAG

Once the group has formed a good connection, let
go of working with levels and introduce emotions
for the group to explore physically as they move
around the room: excitement, sadness, calm, fear
(come up with a list together before you start the
exercise). Where in the body does this emotion
come from? Ask students to lead with that part
of the body. Is it fast or slow, big or small, heavy,
light, frantic or flowing. Challenge students to
explore their full physicality.

Challenge
• Move together as a group as well as separately.
• A student is named the leader, the group follows
the leader’s movement, energy and emotion
through the room like a swarm of bees. Change
the leader.

• Each student chooses their favourite movement,

the one that felt most like them, today. Working
in small groups, connect the chosen movements
together in a sequence that can be repeated. Try
fitting the sequences to the Sugar Army track.
Share with each other and then try fitting each
of the group pieces into one original new Sugar
Army dance.

• Students consider, what is the energy, feel

or attitude of the emotion they started with
and add detail to their choreography and
performance, using their eyes and face to
express this
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USEFUL WORDS
EXPLAINED

Phrase: A short sequence of related movements
that create one choreographic statement.
Dance or movement phrase: A brief sequence
of related movements that have a sense of
continuity and artistic or rhythmic completion.
Artistic expression: The expression of artistic
intent though dance, drama music, poetry, fiction,
painting, sculpture, or other art forms. In dance,
this involves the choreography and the dancers
within a context.
Choreography: The process of creating
movement sequences for dancers; it can also
describe specific dance work.

FLY THE FLAG

Embody: To physicalise a movement, concept,
or idea throughout the body. energy: The
dynamic quality, force, attack, weight, and flow of
movement.
Explore: Investigate multiple movement
possibilities to learn more about an idea.
Levels: The height of a dancer in relationship to
the floor (for example, low: kneeling, mid-level:
standing, high: jumping).
Narrative: Choreographic structure that follows
a specific story line or intends to convey a specific
feeling.
Find a full dance glossary here
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SHARE
We’re really pleased that your school is joining in with
this powerful UK-wide movement of hope, togetherness,
reflection and creativity.
We’d love to hear from you. You can send us a picture
or video of your work, or a quote about how the activity
made you feel and why freedom of expression is
important to you. What moment/s did you choose that
were important?

@we_flytheflag
@we_flytheflag
/Fly-The-Flag-122826161959107/

FLY THE FLAG
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ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

You can buy a flag here
• You can download the original text of The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights here.
• This short TED Ed video is a useful introduction
to the subject of human rights.
• Amnesty International UK have comprehensive
free human rights teaching resources. In
addition to detailed creative resources for all
ages you can; book an Amnesty International
speaker to come to your school, find out about
establishing an Amnesty International youth
group in school or sign up to the termly Amnesty
International mailing – Teach Rights – which
includes details of projects your school can get
involved in, training opportunities and details of
new resources as they become available.

FLY THE FLAG

• You can order free My Rights Passports from
Amnesty International. A colourful pocketsized booklet of all the articles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights for students aged
11+. To order: Phone 01788 545 553 and quote
the code ED112.
• Red Cross – curriculum linked teaching
resources for KS1 – 5, about a range of topics
including conflict and violence, humanitarianism,
migration and refugees.
• UNICEF teaching resources for KS2 – 5, about
the refugee crisis with a human rights/rights of
the child focus.
• Save the Children: Complete guide to
campaigning for young people.
• A research guide for the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, including a link to the verbatim
minutes of the meeting at which the Declaration
was adopted.
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PLAYLIST

Oona Doherty has put together a playlist for you
to use when trying out the tasks. You can access it
on spotify here.

JOY
1. Coincidance
2. Stand on he word
3. Rappers delight
4. Feel good

ANGER

SAD

1. Such a whore

1. Void

2. New York is killing me

2. As tears go by

3. New romantic Andy Stott

3. When the partys over

4. Violence Andy Stott

4. Factory girls

CALM

4. Swan lake

1. Sleep fruits
2. The spirit molecule

6. Mama morte
7. All apologies
8. Trouble of the world

3. My inspiration

FLY THE FLAG
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Images to use along with the ‘For Discussion’ prompts

Fly The Flag Belfast 2021
Image (c) Charlie Di Placido & Rhys Warren

FLY THE FLAG
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Fly The Flag Belfast 2021
Image (c) Charlie Di Placido & Rhys Warren

FLY THE FLAG
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Fly The Flag Belfast 2021
Image (c) Charlie Di Placido & Rhys Warren

FLY THE FLAG
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Fly The Flag London 2021
Image (c) Charlie Di Placido & Rhys Warren

Fly The Flag London 2021
Image (c) Charlie Di Placido & Rhys Warren

FLY THE FLAG
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Chile 2016
Credit: Jonathan Bachman/Reuters

FLY THE FLAG
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Louisiana 2016
Credit: Jonathan Bachman/Reuters

FLY THE FLAG
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Fly The Flag Article 19
Created by Fuel, on behalf of Fly The Flag
Written by Gemma Rowan
Edited by Fuel
Sugar Army Routine by Oona Doherty
Videos by Brendan McCarthy
Fly The Flag is delivered by a unique collective of arts organisations and human
rights charities. A full list of our partners can be found here

